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Preface

I was born in Rochester, New York. It is not a large city. But it did
have a claim to fame. It was home of Eastman Kodak Company. It also
used to be the headquarters of Xerox and Bausch and Lomb.
Rochester was a factory town. Chimneys were as much a part of its
skyline as office towers. And it was a city that always seemed to be
shrouded in a grey haze that never lifted.
My father worked at Kodak. His wage packet bought the house I
was raised in. It clothed and fed my family. It even put my brother and
sister through University.
Kodak defined a lot of my childhood. When I was in primary
school, the workers’ children used to get together at Kodak’s Eastman
Theatre on Christmas afternoon. We would watch cartoons and open
gifts from company management. I still have fond memories of those
Kodak Moments.
My world changed in December 1991, when Kodak began a round
of redundancies that would eventually halve the company’s workforce.
Then, as Kodak continued to ‘downsize’, the city of my youth began to
decay.
The company’s executives said the layoffs were a response to a
‘brand new environment’. They said that closing factories and tearingdown the city’s livelihood would allow the company to prosper. They
said that the good times would return.
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The factories were closed. Their gates were locked. The workers
went home. And they loyally waited to be told when to go back to
work.
But the good times never came back. Instead, everything got worse,
especially when the businesses that depended on other people’s
paycheques followed Kodak into insolvency.
When the hard times came, neighbours who used to stop to gossip
about work when they passed each other in grocery store aisles would
lower their heads and avoid eye contact. There was nothing more to
talk about. They were too proud and too embarrassed to talk about the
indignities of being redundant.
Too often, damage was profoundly personal. I used to go to a
friend’s house after school. His father always sat in a recliner,
watching soap operas. He just sat there in the glow of the TV, his back
to the door and a can of Genesee beer at his side. And when I once
asked my friend what his father did all day, he just said, ‘Sometimes he
cries’.
Likewise, for my family, the brand new environment meant that
my father, who was one of the first workers to lose their job, had to
take a temporary job in Buffalo that required a daily commute of three
hours. Then my mother, who was a teacher, took a second a job at a
craft store so that we could ‘make it through’.
When the hard times got worse, I went from being a child who
dreamt of working at Kodak to being an angry teenager who threw
rocks through the windows of the company’s old factories. My friends
and I had nothing to do. Our parents were broke, so we all had to suffer
together.
My friends and I became a voluntary wrecking crew that tore-down
what remained of the company that had torn-apart our world. There
was not much else to do. We could either entertain ourselves in the
ruins of industry or stew in our anger alone.
When I was old enough, I turned my back on Rochester, and
moved as far away as I could go. I began an odyssey that has taken me
from Gunnison, Colorado to Vaxjo, Sweden to Vancouver and
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Victoria, British Columbia to Ft. Collins Colorado to Nottingham,
England to Edmonton, Alberta and to Eichstätt, Bavaria. And I will
keep moving for as long as I can because, no matter where I go, I will
always be trying to run away from Rochester, Kodak, and the brand
new environment.
So, when I talk about environment, it is personal. The industrial
environment is very literally a part of my blood.
***
This book is a love letter to the people and places that have had to faceup to a new environment. There are a lot of us, and there will be a lot
more.
This book is also a tribute to anyone who, like my father, has
walked through factory gates. And it is for anyone who, like my
mother, has had to go back to work after hours and take-on extra jobs
stocking shelves or tending bar.
As I have written this book, the names of many people come to
mind. They are the people who have helped me develop my ideas and
grow from an angry, brick-throwing teen into a person capable of using
my words. They are all good people who deserve to be recognised for
their help, patience and friendship. They are: Brad Lewis, Leon
Whalen, Dave Lanning, Bob Dill, John Baynes, Bill Niemi, James
Stewart, Wally Lewis, Ethel Rice, Sabina Müller, Adam Johnson,
Stefanie Fishel, George Chow, Jacquie Miller, Bill Chaloupka, Dawn
Putney, Bill Jacobi, Betsy Goodrich, Amanda Crump, Eric Ishiwata,
George Stetson, Siobhan Lynch, Laura Swain, Jonathan Redhorse,
Charles Agar, Leah Ungless, Rachael Tucker, Verity James-Sinetos,
Rob Shields, Andriko Lozowy, Kaylea Mitchem, Elena Siemens,
Florian Mayr, Neil O’Donnell, Brian Tracz, Andrew Dibble, Martin
Friedrich, Christoph Schiebel, Maria Dotzer, Rémi Bocquillon, Andrea
Brummeißl, Silvia Mordstein and, as always, Jen.
I must also thank my thesis advisor, Joost van Loon. Over the last
few years, he has given me the opportunity and freedom to get my
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ideas in order and let me explain myself. And it was his work behind
the scenes that has allowed this project to come to completion after
many years of starts and stops.
A lot of gratitude goes out to the other advisors that I have had over
the years, namely Mike Featherstone, Couze Venn, and James Tully. I
have probably learned more sitting in chairs opposite their desks than I
ever did in any classroom.
Many thanks go to my department secretary, Frau Alberter, and
many other members of the staff at Katholische Universität, including
Frau Regensburger, Prof. Dr. Grüner, Gerhard Wenzl, and Jessica
Hofmacher.
Kind regards go to all of the Erasmus and International students
who have ever sat in my classroom or who I have seen about town. As
someone who has been educated in four countries and a student for
more years than can be counted on my fingers, I know their struggle.
Lastly, I need to thank every student who I have ever had a
pleasure to teach. So much of this text was first run past them in the
classroom before it was ever typed-out. And without their tough
questions and willingness to hear what I have to say, a lot of this text
would never have been written.

Foreword

‘Where the everyday begins’ used to be an advertising tag-line for
IKEA. It was followed by a boast that the everyday is ‘the most
important day’. And both phrases were ubiquitous in the company’s
marketing campaigns.
IKEA’s campaign was meant to imply that they furnish the
everyday. However, literally and figuratively, there is no way that
everyday begins at IKEA. Nobody wakes-up everyday in the mattress
or lounge section of an IKEA store. Nor does anybody start their day
with a cup of coffee in the kitchen showroom.
IKEA’s tag-line is a product of hyperbole and artistic licence, but it
does raise a good question: Where does the everyday begin?
Accordingly, to rest of this text is a long-form answer to the
question of where the everyday begins.

C LARIFICATION

OF

L OGIC

The logic of how this text ties-together environment and everyday life
can be summed-up in four steps:
1/ The everyday has to begin somewhere. It would make sense to say
that it begins at home. But Martin Heidegger, in Being and Time, says
the everyday involves a lot of happenings that are ‘unheimlich’, which
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roughly translates to ‘not-at-home’.1 Therefore, everyday life has to
exist outside the interior life of the household.
2/ In The Human Condition, Hannah Arendt says that what exists
outside ‘the shadowy interior of the household’ is agonistic and filled
with ‘mass sentiments and mass desires’.2 So when people step out
their front door, they walk into a world that is already in motion. And
this means that the everyday can begin at ‘almost any time and
anywhere’ and can take any number of forms.
3/ In spite of its multiplicity of overlapping and, sometimes,
contradictory details and relations, everyday life must have common
ground or, at the least, an ever-present and shared element. Otherwise,
there is nothing on which the human artifice of everyday life can be
built.
4/ The best answer to the question of where everyday begins is
environment. It is the only sensible quarry and common element, as it
is the sum of all surrounding things, conditions, or influences that give
form to everyday life. Or as Albert Einstein puts it, ‘The environment
is everything that isn’t me’.3

C LARIFICATION

OF

T ERMS

A few of this text’s most common terms have to be defined and
clarified:

1

Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. John MacQuarrie and Edward
Robinson (New York: HarperPerennial, 2008), 188.

2

Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1998), 2 and 35.

3

This quote is in such common use that its original source and citation
cannot be found.
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1/ Environment
In this text, Environment will be defined as: ‘The circumstances,
objects or conditions by which one is surrounded’.
In common use, the word environment signifies a physical domain
that is separate from human artifice. And in popular discourse, the term
environment refers to biologic functions or forces of nature that are set
apart from the processes of a man-made world. For example, in their
promotional literature, environmentalists often depict nature as being a
bucolic place that is far removed from everyday life.4 But this sense of
separation between nature and humanity does not jibe with this text’s
definition of the environment, in which they are bound together in
perpetuity.
To avoid any confusion about the use of the words environment or
nature, this text will largely ignore common usage. Therefore, the word
environment will be used in a way that is much closer in spirit to the
german word ‘Umwelt’ and french ‘milieu’. And, to be clear, these
non-english spirit-words are, respectively, defined as ‘surrounding
world’ and a ‘domain that exists between two centres’.5
Furthermore, this text’s use of the term environment will be set by
three heuristics:
a/ Environment is immersive. There is no hard-set division between
living and non-living or nature and artifice.
b/ Environment is relational as much as it is material. All elements of
life, including inorganic matter, exist within an environment, and are
related, in any number of ways, by multiple ecologies.
c/ Environment is not a static object. Its conditions can change and
take-on different forms.

4

For more on the use of the Pastoral in environmental writing, see Appendix
entry 1.

5

For more detailed definitions of Umwelt and milieu, see Appendix entries 2
and 3.
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Also, a stylistic quirk in this text’s grammar needs to be explained.
With few exceptions, the word environment will rarely be proceeded or
qualified by an article or determiner, such as the or an. And there are
two reasons for this:
a/ This text is written in an informal dialect and minimalist style that
rarely affixes determiners to nouns.
b/ The word environment will generally refer to the particular
environment that immediately surrounds what is being discussed.
2/ Ecology
Most dictionaries and academic textbooks define ecology as ‘the set of
relationships between living organisms’.
It is fine to conflate ecologies and relationships. As a matter of fact,
there is no significant difference. But it is a mistake to simply limit
ecology to organic matter.
Within an environment, there is no clear separation between living
and non-living. For example, non-living matter or actants, like viruses
and prions, exist within an environment. Yet an actant, such as a virus,
can destroy populations and disrupt everyday life. And the capacity to
directly afflict and affect vital routines and behaviours means actants
have ecology – as they are able to modify material, social or biologic
relations. Likewise, it is important to expand the definition of ecology
because it can explain how non-living material and other artefacts or
effects – such as minerals, factories, microchips, brands, ideologies or
tropes – can directly impact the set of relationships between living
organisms.
Consequently, in this text, ecology will be defined as: ‘The
perceptible and imperceptible relations between an environment’s
various elements and matter, which can be living or non-living’.
Also, it needs to be noted that this text will, at times, use the words
ecology, relations or relationship interchangeably.
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3/ Everyday life
Of all places, an IKEA catalogue offers one of the best definitions of
everyday life, which is:
There are moments in life that are special. And then there’s the everyday. All
6

those Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays that make up the days of our lives.

In academic terms, everyday life is what Mike Featherstone calls the
‘routine, repetitive taken-for-granted experiences, beliefs and
practices’ that give shape to modern life.7 Similarly, Henri Lefebvre
defines everyday life as ‘common ground’ that forms ‘the sum total of
relations which make… every human being’. Hence he says that the
days of our lives are the setting where material and social practises,
along with relations of production, are expressed, made and remade.8
Any event in everyday life, such as a trip to IKEA, involves a
number of interactions with a ravel of common material, political and
social ecologies, such as:
− The use of roads or motorways that determine a city’s form and
function
− Following laws and cultural norms that dictate road safety and local
traffic patterns
− Passing-by, or even going to, shops or stores that sell consumer
items that make up a significant part of any modern economy
− Encounters with advertisements, gestures, fashion, uses of language
or other cultural artefacts that are signifiers of status, class, gender,
decorum, and any number of social cues

6
7

‘Where Everyday Begins’, IKEA (2015), 3.
Mike Featherstone, Undoing Culture: Globalization, Postmodernism and
Identity (London: SAGE Publications, 2000), 55.

8

Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson Smith
(Oxford, England: Blackwell Publishers, 1991), 67.
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− Shopping for furniture or other consumer goods that match an
individual’s personal needs and culturally-informed aesthetics
− Buying items that were made by labourers in distant factories and
have been transported over complex transport networks
− Spending money that was most likely earned from a job that is, in
some way, connected to the everyday function of a local economy.

Image credit: Uyiosa
It also needs to be noted that, in this text, the term everyday life is used
in place of the words society or the social. And it is important because,
in Lefebvre’s words, everyday life includes an ecologic mesh of
‘spatialities’ that are ‘profoundly related to all activities’.9

9

Lefebvre, 97.
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C LARIFICATION

OF

S TYLE

This text is written for clarity and concision. Some of the rationale for
its minimalist style will be discussed in greater detail later in the
Introduction and methods chapters. But, to be clear, the word-choice
and cadence in this text is intentional, as it is written for an audience
that is larger than the small pool of scholars who also specialise in
environmental sociology.
Furthermore, this text has adopted a narrative style that is not
common in academic writing.10 It is meant to maintain the readers’
interest in a way that rewards a good story with genuine insight into
the hard particulars of its observations.11 And this text will do this by
giving prominence to writerly devices like plot and scene over a selfconscious editorial tone or any effort to place the text within a peculiar
academic debate.
Finally, it is important to note that this text is put together in a way
that is different than many others. Whereas most academic texts are
composed of multiple chapters that can exist independent of one
another, this text has been composed as a coherent whole. And, by
integrating its methods, observations and analysis into a single
narrative, this text’s structure is consistent with the complex,
interdependent and self-reinforcing character of a subject matter that
has consistently proven to be incomprehensible when viewed as
anything less than a whole.

10 For more on this text’s approach to Academic Writing, see Appendix entry
4.
11 For more on Narrative, see Appendix entry 5.

1 Introduction

This text’s thesis is simple: Environment precedes everyday life. That
is it. Four words. Yet, as is often the case, what appears to be simple is
not necessarily easy. Therefore, as this text moves forward, those four
words will take-on other, more complex and nuanced meaning.
In more general terms, this text is a study of environment and
everyday life. It will bear witness to the ways by which environment
defines everyday life. And it will give detail to the multiplicity of
ecologies and relations that bind environment and everyday life
together.

1.1 O BJECTIVES
This text has two objectives:
1/ Evidence and support the thesis
Environment cannot be studied environmentally.
As a subject of study, environment is so complex and engrossing
that it cannot be fully understood solely in environmental terms.
Environment is such a basic and intimate part of life that it is
intrinsically imperceptible. Therefore, it needs to be studied in a way
that can make sense of its multitude of contours and ecologies.
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Everyday life cannot be studied solely in social terms. The
conditions of everyday life can be explained by social actions,
processes, or structures. Or it can be interpreted as a function of class,
gender, law or any number of social variables. But these analyses are
limited because they only explain everyday life from within a social
frame of reference. Consequently, neither environment nor everyday
life can be understood without understanding the relationship between
the two. So this text will approach everyday life from an environmental
perspective. And, by doing so, it will give detail to the many ways by
which environment precedes everyday life.
2/ Broaden the vocabulary of environment
Environmental discourse is currently limited to a few terms and
themes. The most common are biodiversity, climate change, pollution,
and sustainability. And, though those terms and themes are very real
issues, as terms of discourse, they are overused to the point that they
have become meaningless.
A glance at news headlines reveals the terms’ everyday use:
‘Study shows urbanisation’s impact on biodiversity’1
‘Not even climate change will kill off capitalism’2
‘Surviving Beijing’s pollution while pregnant: “I feel like a lab-rat”’3
‘Wendel Berry: “for Americans to talk about sustainability is a bit of a joke”’4

1

Mark Kinver, ‘Study shows urbanisation’s impact on biodiversity’, BBC
News, 12 February 2014.

2

Razmig Keucheyan, ‘Not even climate change will kill off capitalism’, The
Guardian, 6 March 2014.

3

Yuan Ren, ‘Surviving Beijing’s pollution while pregnant: ‘I feel like a lab
rat’, The Guardian, 7 March 2014.

4

Wendell Berry: ‘for Americans to talk about sustainability is a bit of a
joke’, The Guardian, 6 March 2014.
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These are a few examples. Yet they reveal a vocabulary that is selfreferential and ready-made.
In everyday use, terms like climate change or sustainability do not
identify environmental damage as a problem to be confronted. Nor can
it describe the current situation without resorting to stale stock phrases
and worn-out metaphors that signify a certain type of advanced
political opinion.
In ‘Politics and the English Language’, George Orwell says readymade terms and phrases, which consist of ‘needless repetitions, and
humbug and vagueness’, are selected for effect rather than meaning.5
And he believes that these terms limit range of thought by reducing
detail and particulars to a series of prefabricated idioms. Thus he says
that they ‘construct your sentences for you – even think your thoughts
for you’.6
In order to root-out ready-made terms from contemporary debates
about environment, there needs to be a new vocabulary of environment. It is important because, as Orwell puts it, ‘one can probably
bring about some improvement by starting at the verbal end’.7 So, by
following Orwell’s tack, this text will try to reset environmental
discourse by changing the terms of debate.

1.2 S UPPORT
In addition to the two main objectives, this text has four sub-objectives:

5

George Orwell, ‘Politics and the English Language’, A Collection of Essays
by George Orwell (New York: Harcourt Paperbound Library, 1953), 170.

6

Ibid., 163 and 165.

7

Ibid., 170.
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1/ Describe environment ‘as it is’, rather than as it ‘ought to be’
This text will make visible the means through which environment
precedes everyday life. It will do this by giving detail to particular
observations about environment and everyday life. But it will not make
any assumptions about what is real. And it will not craft a clever
unifying theory. Instead, it will merely document environment ‘as it
is’.
Environment is so dynamic and bound-up in intersecting ecologies
that it cannot be captured as a whole by metrics and static theory. Or,
as Johann Wolfgang von Goethe puts it, any attempt to explain how
the world works will always be simplistic, partial and speculative.
Hence he insists that any study of how the world works should only
aim to ‘give living expression to living thought’ by focusing on what is
observable.8
To describe environment as it ‘ought to be’ is an imposition of
attributes or qualities. In Maxims and Reflections, Goethe says,
‘everything in the realm of fact is already theory’.9 Therefore, to
theorise and describe the world as it ought to be is a willfully abstract
way of thinking about an abstraction, because:
every act of looking turns into observation, every act of observation turns into
reflection, every act of reflection turns into the making of associations; thus it is
evident we theorize every time we look carefully at the world.10

So it is best to deal with the world as it is, and put in the effort to
understand and work with what is already at-hand.

8

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Theory of Colours, trans. Charles Lock
Eastlake (London: John Murray, 1840), 277.

9

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Scientific Studies, ed. Douglas Miller
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1995), 307.

10 Ibid., 159.
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2/ Make clear the place of infrastructure in everyday life
Infrastructure is vital to any understanding of environment and
everyday life. It is the tangle of bridges, cables, grids, mains, pipes,
roads, tunnels, waterways, and wires that keep everyday life in
working order.
Infrastructure is the form that sets-up the function of everyday life.
Without it, there are no global supply chains or modern conveniences.
Yet infrastructure is also a source of environmental damage because it
makes the extraction and use of resources possible. For example, a car
burns petrol that creates exhaust that contributes greenhouse gasses to
the atmosphere. But before a car even burns a sip of fuel, oil
infrastructure had to first be in place. So an oil well was dug. Then a
pad was set-out. A rig erected. Specialised equipment lorried. Pipelines
laid. Holding tanks fabricated. And all of that equipment depends on
highways, steel mills and numerous types of quarries and mines. Plus it
is all supported by work of labourers, human resources specialists,
planners, and researchers whose livelihoods depend on mains
electricity and fuel from the petrol stations.
3/ Demonstrate that subtle changes in environment have long-term
impact on everyday life
Changes in environment affect the function and organisation of
ecologic communities. In fact, climate research shows that variability
drives ecosystem dynamics. So changes in any number of minor
environmental variables – like rainfall, temperature, or even the
abundance of parasites or predators – impact species composition,
diversity and interaction.
As is the case in any other biotic community, social dynamics are
constrained by environmental condition and circumstance. And this is
important because any change in environment, no matter how
insignificant it may seem, will produce large and persistent responses
throughout everyday life. For instance, recent events have shown that
drought in Ukraine can give rise to revolution in Egypt. Or, along
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similar lines, the mining of rare earth minerals in a Congolese rain
forest can lead to deforestation, economic graft, and social devastation.
4/ Develop an environmental perspective for analysing the ways by
which everyday events come together
History is generally believed to be chronologic. People usually think of
it as being a narrative sequence in which one event follows another,
after another, and so on. And though it is true that events are sequential
– that moments in time have causes and effects – history is also
ecological, as it is composed of multiple, variously related
contingencies.
Environment does not have a proper, telelogic chronology or
sequence. Nor is it linear. Instead, it is in medias res or ‘in the midst of
things’.
A forest is an archetype of how environment is in the midst of
things. It is composed of a multitude of concurrent histories that
converge, overlap, and operate on different scales and time frames.
Each tree in a forest is a different age. Beetle populations rise and fall
according to the forest’s maturation. Annual and perennial vegetation
grow on the floor. Organic materials in the soil decompose at different
rates and are in various states of decay. Glaciers that receded millennia
ago still affect the shape and form of the landscape. Plus there are a
number of almost imperceptible interactions that have particular
timelines or occur only under specific conditions.
Consequently, it is important to understand that, within an
environmental context, history is contingent and constantly undergoing
constant change.
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1.3 L AYOUT
This text will be divided into three Parts:
1/ Part One will introduce the text’s methods of documentation and
observation
In order to draft case studies that are rich with details about
environment and everyday life, this text requires methods that are
attentive to context. So it will make use of immersive, observational
methods that identify circumstances and variables that are present but
not immediately visible.
This Part of the text will introduce a set of best practises for
gathering and presenting contextual observations that are derived from
four immersive methods for research and writing:
−
−
−
−

Environmental writing
Narrative journalism
Psychogeography
British working class ethnography

And it will introduce and discuss two sociologic methods of analysis
and critique:
− Anti-environmental analysis
− Image ecology
2/ Part Two contains three case studies that make sense of how
environment precedes everyday life
This text’s case studies document the social and material ecologies that
give form to everyday life. And the environments that will be studied
are located in:
− Sheffield, England. A city adapting to the decline of industry
− Edmonton, Alberta. A boomtown in an oil-rich Canadian province
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− Wind River Range, Wyoming. A region where ecologists are
researching the effects of climate change on a threatened forest.
3/ Part Three will analyse the case-studies presented in Part Two
Unlike more conventional academic analyses, which are generally
written in a series of long-form essays, this text’s analyses will be
organised in a style that is similar to a glossary or lexicon.
There are two reasons the analysis has been organised as a lexicon:
a/ It fits this text’s second stated objective, which is the development
of a new vocabulary of environment.
b/ It can function as an index or reference for environmental research.
Also, this text will finish with an appendix that clarifies and elaborates
on a few terms and issues that require further discussion.

